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The purpose of this article is to show that the ground state representation 
of the infinite one-dimensional spin * Heisenberg chain, with isotropic nearest 
neighbor interactions, provides an exampie of a completely integrable quantum 
system. 
I. IW~RODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to show that the ground state representation 
of the infinite one-dimensional spin l/2 Heisenberg chain, with isotropic 
nearest neighbor interactions, provides an example of a completely integrable 
quantum system. By ground state representation, we are referring to the 
situation in which the Hamiltonian acts in a Hilbert space corresponding to 
physical states in which all but a finite number of spins point in a single direc- 
tion. By completely integrable, we mean that the Hamiltonian can be explicitly 
diagonalized, and that we can provide an explicit, complete set of mutually 
commuting operator invariants which have local densities (involving spin 
operators of a finite number of adjacent sites), and which commute with the 
Hamiltonian. 
In [l, 21 we constructed a complete eigenfunction expansion for the Hamil- 
tonian, starting from the Bethe ansatz [8] for the eigenfunctions of the finite 
Heisenberg chain. This expansion, which we refer to as the Bethe eigenfunction 
expansion, is reviewed in Section 2. In [3], using the eigenfunction expansion, 
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we computed the S matrix explicitly. It was found that, although the scattering 
is multi-channel (in the N spin wave sector, spin waves can combine to form 
bound state complexes), there is no inelastic scattering, and that in the Bethe 
eigenfunction representation, the S matrix is just multiplication by a phase. 
Intuitively, the bound state complexes are solitary waves; they pass through each 
other with no break-up or change of momentum. A natural question is whether 
there is a complete set of local operator invariants from which this scattering 
behavior could be inferred, as in the classical, e.g., Korteweg de Vries case [lo]. 
In this article, we provide a simple generating functional for the invariants, 
and prove that the invariants are diagonal in the Bethe eigenfunction expansion 
(Theorem 5.2). We also provide a simple generating functional which together 
with additivity over the spin waves gives the (generalized) eigenvalues of each 
invariant. We show that the invariants are complete in the sense that they 
generate a maximal abelian family of operators (Theorem 5.3), by adapting 
an argument of Liischer [12]. At the end of Section 5 we discuss the role of 
the invariants in scattering theory. 
We conclude with a brief history of the invariant generating functional. In 1967, 
Lieb [l l] considered a two dimensional model for ice. The model consists of 
a two dimensional rectangular grid; arrows are placed on the “hands” with the 
rule that exactly two arrows must point into each vertex. Different vertex 
energies are associated to each of the six possible arrow configurations about a 
given vertex. By writing the transfer matrix for the model in terms of spin 
operators and diagonalizing this matrix by the same strategy as that used for the 
Heisenberg chain (Bethe ansatz), Lieb was able to compute the entropy of the 
model exactly. 
Following Lieb’s work, Sutherland [13] gave a particularly elegant and 
physically natural form for the transfer matrices of a family of closely related 
six and eight vertex models. Using this form for the transfer matrices, he showed 
that given an (anisotropic) Heisenberg Hamiltonian, there was a one parameter 
family of transfer matrices commuting with the Hamiltonian. Baxter [5-71 then 
showed that the members of a family commuted among themselves. Finally, 
in investigating the massive Thirring model via the Heisenberg chain, Liischer 
[12] was able to construct an infinite set of commuting, local operator invariants 
for the anisotropic Heisenberg chain using a generating functional given, roughly 
speaking, by the logarithm of the transfer matrix family of Sutherland and Baxter. 
Our generating functional, then, is an adaptation of Liischer’s functional, 
re-parameterized appropriately for the isotropic Heisenberg chain, and renormal- 
ized to accommodate the infinite volume limit. 
We emphasize that the completeness and explicit diagonalization of the 
operator invariants relies on the Bethe eigenfunction expansion. For related 
work concerning invariants, and the Bethe ansatz in the context of the non- 
linear Schrodinger equation, see the work of Thacker [14]. 
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2. NOTATION AND REVIEW 
(a) The Hilbert Space for the Finite Heisenberg Chain 
We follow the notation of [l-3] w h erever possible. Let A = (-A, -A + 1, 
. . . . A} where X is a positive integer. A has a natural additive group structure if we 
identify A in the obvious way with Z/(2h + 1) where h denotes the additive 
group of integers. If 1, I’ are in A, define: 
/I 1 - I’ I/ =: jn; 1 1 + 42X + 1) - 1’ 1 . 
If N is a positive, let fN be the set of subsets of Z with N elements. This can be 
identified with (1 EZ~: l1 < 1, < *.* < ZN}. We will use I to denote both the 
subsets of i2 and the subset in its natural order. Let /1^” = {ZE zN: lj E A, 
j = l,..., N}. fN has a natural additive group structure inherited from Z while 
(IN has a natural additive group structure inherited from A. In Section 3 addition 
on A and RN will always be mod(2h + 1). If I, 1’ E RN viewed as ordered vectors, 
then define: 
If I, I’ E fN, define: 
I 2 - I’ Im = supN 1zj - zj 1 .
If I E fN, d(l) will denote the dimension N of I. 
If rnE@ and IEfN, N > M, we define: 
Z]m = ! 
0, if mPl 
1-m if mCI 
where A N B denotes the set-theoretic difference of A from B. If m off and 
I E tN, with no restriction on M and N, we define: 
1 A m = yd m 
I 
if mnE# .0 if 
mnf= er. 
We now introduce the Hilbert space X(A) associated with the Heisenberg 
chain with sites in A. We define: 
if(A) =: @ c-2 
j=-,j 
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where @ denotes the complex numbers. We denote the inner product on p(A) 
by(,). Leto,,u a , ua be the usual Pauli matrices and o4 = 1, the identity 
matrix and let 
12 = 1, 2,3, 4 and j E A. Observe that 
[u,(j), CT,-(j’)] = 2~~j’iE~~‘~“U~“(j). (2.1) 
Let Jk(j) =: huh(j), k = 1,2,3 and j E A, and define /A(j) =: Jr(j) -& iIs( 
Note from (2.1) we see that: 
We next define the shift operator 7A by 
7,(e-, @g ... @I e,) =: e-,+, 0 **. 0 eA 0 ch 
where e-, ,..., eh is any sequence of standard basis elements e1 = (t) or e2 = (3. 
The ground state for the Heisenberg chain on A is defined as follows: 
Observe that: 
j O), = ( 0) =: e2 @ ... @ e2. 
J-(i) I 0) = 0 
J+(j)” I 0) = 0 
J&i) I 0) = - B I 0) 
for each j. 
We now introduce the spin wave section. Let 
fIA has eigenvalues 0, 1, 2 ,..., 2h + 1 and an orthonormal basis for the eigen- 
space .%‘(A), of N, corresponding to N is (J+(Z) \ 0): I gIfN) where J+(Z) ==: 
J+(Zr) ... j+(ZN). We also will need the auxiliary Hilbert space &‘(A) @ C2 and 
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the notion of a relative trace. In fact, if A: &@(/I) @ C2 -+ S’(n) @ C2 is a 
linear transformation then Tr’(A) is defined by the following matrix elements: 
where the ii’s and ej’s are standard basis elements for @a. Note that Z((1) @ 
C2 = H(n) C&e1 @ Ces) g X(/1) @ S(A) and if Pi , P2 are the projections 
on the first and second component respectively then: 
Tr’(A) = P,AP, + P2AP2. 
(b) The Ground State Hilbert Space for the Infinite Heisenberg Chain 
Let So =: @ and .z?~ =: I”(fN), N = 1,2 ,... . Let .%? = ON=,, Z’, where 
this is the Hilbert space direct sum. All inner products are denoted by (e, *). 
Let IO) =: 1 @O@O**.. The pair (C @Lo ZN, 1 0)) is the ground state 
Hilbert space for the infinite Heisenberg chain. The .s’?‘~‘s, N 2 1, are called 




It is clear that (1 O>, e,; m E fN; N = I, 2,3,...} is an orthonormal basis for .X. 
We now define operators Js(j), J+(j), /i(j) and J2( j), j E Z, by: 
J+(i) em = em*j 
J-(j) = J++(j), the adjoint of J- 
Jdi> = W+(i) + J-(i), 
J2(j) = $ (J2(i) - J-W). 
Note that: 
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We also introduce the following operators: the spin wave number operator: 
the translational operator r defined by: 
7 IO> = I o>, %l = %n-l,...nz -1) 
the ground state Hamiltonian: 
where 
H = - c [J(j> .Jb’ + 1) - $1 
jcz P-2) 
J(j) . J( j + 1) = : .L(.j) J1( j + 1) + -L(i) . Jdj + 1) -t- h(j) h(j + 1) 
=: +(J-( j) J+(j + 1) + J+(j) * J2(j + 1)) + h(i) Mj + 1). 
R4 commutes with all of the operators, 7 and H commute, and the J’s for different 
j’s commute. Note also &,, is the eigenspace of N corresponding to the eigenvalue 
N. If A: 8 -+ & and [A, l+J] = 0, we denote the restriction of A to ZN by A,. 
In particular HN is the second order difference operator -AN introduced in [2]. 
Note that X(A) can be identified with the subspaces of &’ spanned by 
iI O>, em y mEAN, N = 1, 2 ,..., 2X + l}. Thus all operators on #(A) can be 
extended to &’ by setting them equal to 0 on ~@(-4).~ 
(c) The Bethe Eigenfunction Expansion 
In this part fN will always interpreted as the naturally ordered subsets of Z. We 
review the eigenfunction expansion for --dN [2, 31. Let fi = (?zl , ?za ,..., nN) with 
nj > 0 and Cr jnj = N be an N-binding; nj is the number of j-spin wave bound 
state complexes. The totality of N bindings we designate by gN. Given an N- 
binding, /I, partition (l,,,.., N) into a disjoint set of intervals Iik = (Njk f 1 ,..., 
NjR + j} with Njk = c’,i: In, + (k - j)j for k = l,..., nj , j = I,..., N. Let SN 
be the permutation group of {l,..., N) and let PB ={PESNIP(N~~+ 1) < 
Wjlc + 2) < ... < P(Njk +j) for each jk}. Let z = (zr , za ,..., zN) E cN, 
28 = (%I , %2 ,.**, %zl , % ,***, ZNnN ) zjk E C (the variables sit are suppressed if , 
ni = 0), and set zmp = zTP(~)z~P(~) ...z~p’N).Letrj={zEd=I [jz-j+ 1 j = 
11, fB = {zjk E rj , 0 < arg(jZj, - j + 1) < arg( j.+, - j + 1) < 29~ if k < 
k’). The variable zile parameterizes the momentum of the jkth complex, i.e. the 
kth complex consisting of j-bound spin waves. Define the fractional linear 
transformation, 
q,) = (I + 1) z - z 
lz-z++ ’ 
ZEC, lE& 
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and set 
where 
~-kyz) = n e-imii 
i<j with 
P(i)>P(i) 
e-imij = _ Z$j - 22, + 1 
zizj - 2x, + 1 * 
For fixed zg, I,&+, m) is a generalized eigenfunction for -4, with 
where it is understood that 
ZNja+j-Z = tz(Zjk) 
if 0 < 1 < j. The corresponding eigenvalue is given by 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The associated Plancherel measure &zB) dzB on pB is given by 
((i - IN2 
Let UN: Z2(fN) -+ @a+ L*(f, , pLsdzs) be the mapping whose restriction to 
Z2(fN) +L2(p0, pBdzB) is defined byf+f(q) 9 &NN&zB, m)f(m). Then 
UN is unitary and -AN = U;rcNUN where EN = &aN l s and Q is the multi- 
plication operator with multiplication function given by (2.3) [2]. We will refer 
to this eigenfunction expansion as the Bethe eigenfunction expansion, and the 
direct sum of L2(f,) p s aces along with the multiplication operators [Q] as the 
Bethe representation of -A, . 
3. COMMUTING LOCAL INVARIANTS FOR THE FINITE HEISENBERG CHAIN 
In this section we discuss various generating functionals associated with the 
finite Heisenberg chain ultimately ending up via differentiation with the (renorm- 
alized) commuting invariants Sz,,, . We also obtain estimates on the .QASn, 
uniform in A, which will allow us to rather easily pass to the infinite chain 
limit. 
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The first (and primary) generating functional is defined as follows: 
(1 - E) J-(i) 
y - (1 - 5) h(j) * 
The following remarkable theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Baxter). T,,(f) and T,(f) commute for arbitrary 5 and f’. 
For a proof see [5, Appendix B]. (Note that wr = ws = ws = 1 - 5 and 
w4 = (35 + 1)/2.) 
We now want to rewrite TA(t) in a more transparent form. First observe that: 
[ 
y + (1 - 5) h,(j) (1 - 0 J-(j) 
(1 - 6) J+(j) y - (1 - E) J&l 
= (1 - [) i Jr(j) @ ur + VI. 
E=l 
We now make a “change of coordinates.” Define 
a,,,,(j): Y(A) 0 C2 + T?(A) @ C2 
by: 
where the ek’s and e, are standard basis elements for 67. Note if 1 = 4, this is 
not the identity on X(d) @ C?. A direct calculation establishes: 
and hence: 
TM = Tr’ ijfI, [ 5 gl w.dj) + ,,&)] 1 . (3.1) 




= 2YJ(--4 . n P25J(j> . J(i + 1) + 11 J(h) + n [EJ(d * J(i + 1) + 0 j=-A j--A 
(3.2) 
Proof. Let Y be the set of sequences l = {l-, ,..., I,,) with values in the set 
{1,2,3,4). Let C(l) = th e number of 1,2, and 3’s in i. Then the right hand side 
of (3.2) is equal to: 
Using (3-l), we see that: 
Thus to establish (3.2) we need to show: 
for any sequence of standard basis elements iA ,..., tA and edA ,..., eA . However 
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using the fact that {el, e2] is an orthonormal basis for C2, we see that the expres- 
sion inside [ ] equals: (C, , ulAol-Ae..A). Hence, 
W~z-,,m(-4 *.* ~z,,,,(~)) (fh 0 ... @ 6) 
=U z-,p2-A+p-~+1 0 **. 0 UZ~-~(JZ,+~A 0 u~A~~-Ae-h 
In particular, 
T,(O)(e-, @ ... @ eJ = e-,+, 0 -*- 0 ed 0 e-,+ = &-A 0 *.. 0 ed (3.4) 
which implies: 
[T,(O)]-l TY'(u~-~,~~(-~) -.* ~z,,,,(4) (e-,+ 0 se- 0 4 
= qpz~Ae--A 0 a*- 0 ut,-p&) 
= u&-h) qn(-A) **a uznJ) u,,@) (e-h 0 9.. 0 4 
which establishes (3.3). 
COROLLARY 3.3. (a) T,(t) commutes with TA for all e. 
(b) TA(Q is invariant under rotations and in particular it commutes with the 
number operator Nh = Ci=-, (h(j) + 4). 
Proof. (a) This follows from (3.4) and Theorem 3.1. 
(b) The expression (3.2) for [ T,(O)]-lT,([) and hence for T,(t) is mani- 
festly rotation invariant because the dot product is rotationally invariant and J 
transforms as a 3-vector. Since C;=_, Is(i) is the infinitesimal generator of a 
one-parameter group of rotations, Nh commutes with TA(f). 
Remark 3.1. It can be shown that 
T,+(f) = ( $1; 1 
2,l+1 
T&3 
where T,,+ denotes the adjoint to T,, and (2 - 2(‘/3(’ + 1) = (2 - 2{/3t + 1). 
Thus by Theorem 3.1, the T*(t) are normal. 
We next introduce the (unrenormalized) local invariants. We always assume 
n < A. Let 
,Qn,(f) =: ln(T?TdE)). 
Since 7;‘T,(O) = 1, this is defined as a holomorphic matrix-valued function of 6 
for 1 f 1 sufficiently small. The corresponding invariants are defined as follows: 
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LEMMA 3.4. The invariants ,&In,, commute among themselves, are rotationally 
invariant, and commute with the number operator. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3. 
We next want to establish that the rL?l,n’~ have a local q-covariant density. 
We follow the discussion in the Appendix of [12] very closely. Define 
Note that: 
B, =. J(j) + JG + I>, -X<j<X 3 - I J(-4 . I@), j = A. 
B,B,, - B/B, = [Bj , B,,] = 0 
if Ilj -j’ /j > 1. For --h < i1 < i2 < *.* < i, < X, define the “n-point 
function” : 
G,,,(i, ,..., i,) = Bil *.. BiTL . 
If 7r is a permutation of (1, 2 ,..., n}, define 
G.&i,, ,..., i,,) =: G,,,(i, ,..., i,). 
It is clear from Theorem 3.2 that: 
where O&l) is the collection of ordered subsets of /l of size n. Note that 
GA4 ,.-, n i ) has the following properties: 
(a) GA,,& ,..., i,) is a totally symmetric function of its arguments; 
(b) Tyl-lGA,& ,..., i,,) T,+ = GA,,46 + I,..., i, + 1) with h + 1 = --h i.e. 
G,& .) is translationally covariant; 
(c) If {A, ,..., A,) is a partition of {il ,..., i,} into k clusters with n, ,..., nk 
elements respectively and if the distance between all pairs of clusters is > 1, then 
GA,& ,... , in) = ~A,,1(4) *** G,,,(&) 
where the (GA,,j(Ai)} commutes. 
We now introduce the truncated n-point function {Gr,,} which are defined 
recursively as follows: 
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partitions of (ir ,..., &J into K clusters with G:,,(j) = B, and where 
Wtn1(4) *a- ‘%&%)3 = &, 1 Gn,,&U ... G,nnk(4d 
* ncs, 
EXAMPLES. 
G:,(i,j) = t[& , &I, i<j 
G:s(z’, j, 4 = 4 ([Pi , &I, &I + Pi , Pj ,4cll), i<j<k 
A direct induction proof shows that the {Gr (i I,n r ,..., in)} have the properties 
(a) and (b) above as well as the following locality property: 
(c’) If there exists a nontrivial partition A, , A, of {il ,..., in} such that 
the distances between A, and A, is > 1, then 
Gtn(il ,..., in) = 0. 
Remark 3.2. Note that this implies that the only GI+ which are not zero are 
of the form: GT,,(1, I + l,..., 1 + n - 1) where we follow the usual addition 
rule on (1. The following theorem is proved in the Appendix of [12]: 
THEOREM 3.5 (Luscher). 
uQA,n = C @(iI ,..-, in). 
(i,.....i”) 
Now define: 
,Q,,,(j)=(n- l)! 1 GT(j- k ,..., j,jt- 1, . . . . j-t-1). 
k+l+l=Vl 
COROLLARY 3.6. 
J& = i uQAAi). (3.5) 
j=-A 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.5, Remark 3.2 and the complete 
symmetry of q,,(a). 
We shall now explain what is meant by “local density.” It follows from the 
definition of the ,Q,,,(j)‘s and the properties of the GhSn’s that the $,,,(j)‘s 
are translation covariant and have the following (normal) form: 






We say J2& j) is local about j with radius n. 
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Remark 3.3. It follows from the translation covariance of &‘,,,(j) that 
a,(m, , m2 , m,; 12, A, j) = a,(m, - (j ,..., j), m2 - (j ,..., j), m3 - (j ,..., j); n, 
A, 0). Moreover it follows from Remark 3.2 and the fact that rz < A, that 
su~,~.,~.~, I 4mr Y m2 9 m,; n, A, j)l is independent of j and A. 
The one drawback of the JJ,,,‘s is that they do not annihilate the vacuum. 
We will rectify this by the appropriate renormalization. In fact a direct calcula- 
tion using (3.2) establishes that: 
CT,(t) I 0) = [cw2A+’ + (1 + 5)2”+‘1 I 0). 
We now define: 




G(E) IO> = IO>. 
Q&Y = ln G&3 
Q&) I 0) = 0. (3.7) 
Finally, we define the (commuting) invariants which will exist in the infinite 
chain limit: 
and 
Qdi) =: &Mj) - & $i- (ln[(l + t)2A+1 + (2~)2A+11h=o 
= &L(j) - & $ ln(l + Ozn+l 1 
P=O 
= ,QA,,(j) - (-l)%+i (n - I)! 
Note Sz,,, = LA 9.,(Aa 
THEOREM 3.7. The (Q,,,} and the @‘2,,,(j)> h uve the same properties including 
(3.5) and (3.6) us the unrenormulized Q’s and in addition they annihilate the vacuum. 
Proof. This follows from their definition, (3.7), and the fact that the renorm- 
alization is independent of A, also we need the observation that 
to see that the local densities also annihilate the vacuum. 
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Remark 3.4. Observe that 
%I = 2 (J(j) . J(j + 1) - 4) = -4H, 
j=-A 
where HA is the usual renormalized Hamiltonian for the Heisenberg chain on 
~W* 
It will be important to know in Section 5 that Sz,,, is a difference operator of 
order 2n on P@‘). We will establish this for Qn/\,lzlN . 
THEOREM 3.8. 
J-2 h,dN I J+(l) I 0) = C C(l, I’; A, n, N) I J+(Z’) I O> 
I.!‘--[llm<2n 
for I’, 1 E RN and where 
i.e. c,,, is independent of A. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.7, (3.6) and the fact that JJm) j+(m) / 0) = 
& &J+(m) IO) for m E AN that: 







J3(m3) J+W 1 ml> Am,) I 0) = Wml , m2 T m3; 0 J+W 1 ml) -4m2> I 0) 
and thus: 
Moreover, 
I On, , m2 , m,; 0 = 4. 
f4J+V> IO> = x Q,,,(i) . J+(O I 0). 
j:inf!li-[,I’+ 
m 
Note that if (r] m,) Am, # 0, then 
ll(Z1 ml) Am, - 1 IL = /I ml - m2 llm < 22. 
By Remark 3.3 and (3.8) we see that: 
sup I ah , m2 , m,; n, kj) b(m, , m2 , m,; 111 < C, 
m1m2m3 
Thus (3.8) (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) establish the theorem. 
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Finally we obtain an explicit expression for GA([) II which will be needed in 
Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.9. GA(t) =f(E, Q) + C,(& TV) where C,(t, z) is a rational 
function in 5, z such that 1 C,(S, z)i = 0 1 6 IA near [ = 0 uniformly for I z I = 1 
and 
2&-l 
f(4,4 = 1 + 6 + 
(1 - El” 1 
I+[ ‘lt&252’ 
Proof. Define I z> =: Ci=-, iJ+(j) I O> for zzn+l = 1. Such vectors form an 
orthogonal basis for &‘(A) jl which diagonalizes T,, . By observing that: 
A-1 G’TA(5) = W+(-4 * n mTJ+(i) /-t&i + 1) + J-(i) J+(j + 111 j=-* 
+ r22u3(JJ .Mj + 1) + ~I>144 
A-1 
+ XJ-44) . n wu+,(.i> 1-G + 1) + J-W J+(i + 1)l j=-,4 
+ P2U2(i> J2(j + 1) + 111 *J+(h) 
A-1 
+ 22tJ+(--x) * r-I W[l+(i> J-(j + 1) + J-(i) J+(i + 111 j--A 
+ P”5.m) J2(i + 1) + 41 J+O) 
A-1 
+ jE, W[J+(Jl Hi + 1) + i-(.!I J+(.i + 111 
+ P24w~) .Mi + 1) + 111 
and applying it to I z), we see that: 
T:lTA(t) I 2) = (1 - .$” i (1 + @-i-l (2E)j zi 
! j=O 
+ Kw" (1 + 0 + (1 + 5)2A cw1+ 
+ (1 - 5)” i (a3 2A+l-j (1 + 5)i-2 .+ 1 x)+ 
j=2 I 
= ((1 _ E2) /(I + [)A-'. (1 + o+l- m4A+1 
1+5-26% 
+ z4(24)~+1 * 
(2&4-l - (1 + [)A-’ 
2tz--- l- [ 1 
+ [(2W\l + 4) + (1 + 02A20a-1) lz>. 
4”9/72/‘-21 
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Thus summing the two geometric series when the above is divided by ((2f)2A+1 $- 
(1 + t)zA+l) we obtain: f(f, z) + C,([, z). 
4. COMMUTING LOCAL INVARJANTS FOR THE INFINITE HEISENBERG CHAIN 
In this section we introduce invariants Q,, such that Qr is a multiple of the 
ground state Hamiltonian for the infinite Heisenberg chain. (Strictly speaking 
Qr = -4H where H is the Hamiltonian used in [l-3].) We will show that the 
Sz, commute among themselves, commute with N, and are finite difference 
operators of order 2n on each sector SN, N = 1,2,3,... . We can no longer 
say that the 52, are rotationally invariant because global rotations can no longer 
be implemented unitarily in the infinite chain limit. This is because we have a 
broken symmetry i.e., the ground state 1 0) is not rotationally invariant. Q, j 1 
will be computed explicitly for 71 = 1, 2, 3 ,... . The method of proof is essentially 
taking the infinite chain limit (i.e. X --+ co) of the corresponding results for 
finite chains. 
We now view the operators T,(e), G,(f), sZ,([), Qn,,, and 9,,(j) as operators 
on ~9’. Observe that if &/I =: {--h ,..., --h + (n - l), h - (n - 1) ,..., X} then 
Q,!,,(j) = Q,,,,(j) if h’ > h and j E fl - a,A (f o since n < h). Thus we 
define : 
Q,(j) =: Qdj) 
for X sufficiently large. Observe that if ZE f” is such that 1 I, - j 1 > 1z for 
K = l,..., N, then Q,(j) J+(Z) 1 0) = 0. Thus 
Q dN =: zQn(j)lN 
is defined on the linear span of {J+(I) IO): I E fN. It will be shown below that 
52,iN is bounded on .z&. Define 
Note fir = -4H where His the Hamiltonian (2.2). 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. (A) (Locality of the &I,). There exists complex numbers 
C(l, I’; n, N), 1, 1’ E ZN, 1 I- I’ loo < 2n and a positive number c,,N < co 
such that: 
(i> Q,lN *J+(l) I 0) = c C(Z, I’; n, N) . J+(Z') ) 0); 
(I'-II<Z?l 
(ii) ;:p I W, I'; 71, WI d C,,N; 
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(B) The operator J&I,, n = 1,2,... are bounded and mutually commute 
on the spin-wave sector sN, N = 1, 2, 3,...; 
(C) %I, = wk), where 
w7t(z> =. df,, . d” ln(f(t, 4)L (4.1) 
where f (6, z) is given in Theorem 3.9. 
Proof. The proof of Part (A) is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.8 
except 11 - /I is replaced by 1 . 1. Also observe that the C’s appearing in Theorem 
3.8 are h independent when h is sufficiently large. These are the C’s of(i). 
Before proceeding to part (B) we will introduce the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose A is an operator on Z2(fN) satisfying the conditions of 
part A. Then A is bounded. 
Proof of the lemma. Let (Ir = C a, J+(Z) IO) be a unit vector in Z2(fN). Then 
(4.2) 
Applying Exercise 3, page 527 in [9] to the kernel: 
and using the fact 4 is a unit vector we have: 
II A# II2 < sup 1 I KU, Z”)I 
I I’ 
However using part A (ii), we see that the first expression on the right is less than 
or equal to: 
A similar bound holds for the second expression on the right which proves the 
lemma. 
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The lemma implies two things: From part (A) of the theorem we see that 
Q nlN is bounded for 71 = 1,2, 3 ,... . Also from Theorem 3.8 we see that 
A-2 l.njN > n = 1, z... is uniformly bounded in h on ZN for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Thus since a A,.~NJ+(I) 10) = Q,iNJ+(l) j 0) for /\ sufficiently large for each 
1 E%~, we see by the uniform boundedness theorem that Q,,,,, converges 
strongly to J2,,, asX+ coandtheQ*,, is bounded for each n = 1,2,... . Since 
commutativity is preserved under strong limits it follows from Theorem 3.7 
that the JJlzfN, n = 1, 2 ,... mutually commute. 
Using Cauchy’s representation of the nth derivative of a function analytic 
in the neighborhood of 0, the functional calculus, Theorem 3.9, and the strong 
convergence of Sz, ,It / i to Sz,, lI , we see that: 
n! 
= s-lim -- [lnf(f, 4 + Cdf, 41 d5 
&xc 277-l i ,f!=< f n+1 





+ s-lim --- 
&cc 27ra f
14 + G(f, 7~) (f(f, d)-‘) df 
,f,=r I f r+l 
= S,&{U,(T~) + o(EA-(“+l))} = CO,(T) 
since E can be arbitrarily small and TA converges strongly to T. 
Remark 4.1. Note that part A of Theorem 4.1 says that Q,,N is a finite- 
difference operator on Z2(fN) of order 2n. 
5. THE INVARIANTS Q, FORM A MAXIMAL COMMUTING FAMILY 
In this section we prove that the Bethe eigenfunction expansion is an eigen- 
function expansion for each invariant, and we show that these invariants generate 
a maximal abelian algebra. We conclude with a discussion of the role of the 
invariants in scattering. 
We begin with a slight variant of a well known result. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose A is a self Mijoilnt operator and let K be a compact 
operator commuting with A. Let P be the projection onto thevdiscrete part of A. 
Then KP = PK = K. If P is one dimensional K is a scalar multiple of P. 
Proof. Let Q = 1 - P be projection onto the continuous part of A. Then 
for any p, I# in the Hilbert space 
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by approximating K by a finite matrix and using the fact that (v, Qeit+) 
vanishes in the mean for any q, x in the Hilbert space ([4], see particularly 
Lemma 2.) Thus QK = 0 and similarly KQ = 0. Consequently KP = 
K(l - Q) = K(l - Q)K = PK. The last assertion is clear. 
Let mnB be the multiplication operator acting in L2(fg , pB) with multiplication 
function 
wn&g) ==: f q&J. (5.1) 
i=l 
See (4.1) for the definition of W, and (2.2) for zi(zs). Define 
THEOREM 5.2. The Bethe eigenfunction expansion is an eigenfunction for each 
invariant 52,; in particular 
Q,,, = U&lqNUN. (5.3) 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on N. By Theorem 4.1, (5.3) 
holds for N = 1 so the induction starts. 
Before making the inductive hypothesis, we note that if (5.3) holds, then 
since !&I, is just a difference operator (Theorem 4.1), 
f&N J v43c%3Lf(%) P&4) 4 - J %&%3) &3(~,)~(~0> k&3) k 
= ml, I - %a(%)~ 9%3)h3) k&B) 4 = 0 
which, sincef(z& is arbitrary, implies that 
-Q, IN&& , m) = W&B) A473 p 4, mEfN. (5.4) 
But since &(zs , m) and wJz~) are meromorphic in zg, (5.4) must hold for zg 
continued away from the physical fs . 
The inductive hypothesis is then that (5.3) holds and, in particular, (5.4) 
holds for all z+ away from the singularities of W&Z& and &(~a) for 1, 2,..., N - 1 
The objective is to show that 
is zero. We first show that 
K,ji+f(m, ,..., m,, mi+l ,..., mN) = 0 (5.6) 
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for arbitrary fife) and I < i < N, if m,+r - m, > 2n + 1. To see this, 
decompose 9’s = Ua 9’s(i, CX) where 9s(i, CY) is an equivalence class of permuta- 
tions, two permutations P, Q being equivalent if the sets (P-l(l),..., P-l(i)}, 
{Q-l(l),..., Q-l(;)} are the same (i is fixed and is the i of equation (5.6)). If P 
and Q are in the same class, it follows that zmPe-imPzmQe-iwQ have the common 
factor 




(which is not necessarily of unit modulus), and so 
. f z;:;(?i+l) -.. z;“i,,, n exP[-icpp-~~z~p-~~z~~ i<Z’<Z 1) exp(--i~J 
P-'(z)<P-'(z') 
= &Y(~, (-, ml ,. .., mi> &-~~,d(-, mi+l , . . . . mu) epimcr. 
Here /3’(;, LX) and /3”(;, a) are i- and n-i bindings; &,(r,&s-(i,a) involve the 
variables x,-l(,) ,..., z,,+~) and ~,-l(~+n ,..., x,-l(N) , respectively, which are in 
general evaluated off their physical fo,(i,LI) and fseoar) contours. We can write 
*L&5 9 m) = C +s,dza, , ml , . . ., mi) $B~(i,u&g~ , fbl ,. .., %) Pm Oi (5.7) 
a 
(zs,, 5 z M) are not necessarily independent variables). 
Returning now to showing Equation (5.6), we have for arbitrary f E Z2(fN) and 
mi+, - m, > 2n + 1 
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by Equation (5.7). But by the inductive hypothesis, the locality of Q, IN and the 
additivity of w,,@ , this is equal to 
again by Equation (5.7). This establishes Equation (5.6). 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 5.2 we use the fact that --A,, 
K nlN and 7 IN (the iv-sector shift) are mutually commuting operators. Let 
Y, Z”(P) -+ P([O, 24 d8) 0 P(Z’)N-1) (z+ is the set of strictly positive 
integers) be the unitary operator defined by 
Then V diagonalizes the shift rN, 
TN~(Q, n) = eiNBfiB, n), 
and we can write -A N , KniN as direct integrals 
where h~(@, &IN(@ commute a.e. and act in lz((Z+)N-l). But by Equations (5.6), 
(5.8)itfollowsthatkn~N~(8,n) =Oifforsomei,i= l,...,N- l,ni >2n+ 1. 
Hence KnlN(8) is finite dimensional and therefore compact. Furthermore, the 
discrete part of hN(B) is one dimensional (corresponding to the totally bound state) 
and so by Lemma 5.1, &l,(9) must be a scalar multiple of the projection onto 
this state. Now this state is of the form (exp - i(6/N)(N - 1) n, + (N - 2)n, + 
*.. + nNml)) ~~~~i~~z...z~+“‘+“N-l (corresponding to $1 ... z$N with a,~, *.. 
zN = e@), which has infinite support in @+)+I, whereas knlN(S)f(S, n) has 
bounded support so in fact knlN(8) = 0 a.e. Thus KnlN = 0 and equation (5.3) 
holds for N. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
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We next proceed to the proof that the invariants form a complete set. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let YIN be the strong closure of the polynomial algebra generated 
by the invariants (Q,i N, Sz,,,}. Then 21N is maximal abelian on XN . 
Proof. Equivalently we investigate the *-algebra BjN generated by {w,I~, 
OJ~+,~). Let a,~~(.) be th e multiplication function corresponding to uniN and 
consider the L, closure of the functions generated by {unlhr(.), w~,~(.)}. The 
restriction of w,I~(.) to Pa ‘s 1 ~~~(2~) which itself is a bounded sum of rational 
functions, each of which is a function of a single binding variable. Hence 
~~,@a) is continuous on r, . 
We next consider the separating properties of the w,~~(.)‘s, adapting an argu- 
ment from [12]. Call a point za generic if no corresponding +(~a), i = I,..., N, 
is 0 or co. (zi is a point on one of the contours I’j = (2 / 1 jz - j + I / = l> 
with j = N, N - l,..., 1 - N, r,, = { z x = l}. Nongeneric points thus / 
constitute a set of codimension 1 and hence a set of measure zero. Then the 
w,/~(*)‘s separate za , zi, if one or both of the points are generic. To see this, 
suppose the contrary; i.e. w, (za) = c+@, (z;,) for each n. If both points are 
generic, then for [ E C with 1 [ 1 sufficiently small, 
by definition of the w,‘s. But now both of the logarithmic expressions in (5.9) 
can be analytically continued away from a neighborhood of the origin and by 
considering the E-singularities we conclude that the two expressions are equal 
only if za and zaf are the same. If one of the points is nongeneric one of the 
infinite series of equation (4.9) cannot converge. We have a contradiction and 
the assertion holds. 
Application of the Stone Weierstrass theorem thus implies that the L,- 
closure of the functions generated by {+I~(*), ~~,~(a)} includes all continuous 
functions which are constant on the set of nongeneric points, and in particular, 
continuous functions which are zero in a neighborhood of the nongeneric points. 
But the weak, and therefore strong, closure of the operators corresponding to 
these functions is the algebra of operators corresponding to the weak-* closure 
of continuous functions zero in a neighborhood of the nongeneric points. The 
weak-* closure of such functions is Lm, from which it follows that 23,) and 
hence ‘%, , is maximal abelian. 
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We conclude with a brief discussion of the role of the invariants in scattering 
theory. In [3], the S matrix was computed explicitly for all spin wave sectors. 
In particular, it was shown that the binding is preserved in a scattering process, 
i.e. there is no inelastic scattering. As was remarked in the introduction, it is 
natural to suppose that the existence of an infinity of local invariants implies no 
inelastic scattering as, for example, in the classical Korteweg-de Vries case [lo]. 
Luscher [12] gave an argument to this effect for the anisotropic Heisenberg 
chain, (which suggested our proof of maximal abelianess). However, an actual 
proof that the invariants imply no inelastic scattering is not quite trivial. In the 
N-sector the S-matrix is written in terms of channel wave operators which act 
from auxiliary channel Hilbert spaces to Z2(fN). A typical channel Hilbert space 
is (a suitable restriction of) oj @“j Z*(%i) w h ere again ni is the number ofj-spin 
wave complexes, (Cjjnj = N), and each factor is the Hilbert space of a complex. 
Of course, !&I, does not act in this space, but we can define p-channel invariants 
acting in the p-channel Hilbert space and commuting with the channel 
Hamiltonian by 
One shows that the channel wave operator, which involves a mapping from 
the channel Hilbert space to Z2(fN) in its definition, intertwines Q~,,@) and 
Q nlN . The proof, which relies on the locality of the invariants, follows from a 
compactness argument similar to that used in Theorem 5.2. Consequently S,, , 
the S matrix between channels 01 and j3, must intertwine Q:,,(U) and Q&(/3), 
and it must intertwine the power series @(a, 6) = C (En/n,) 52&(01, [), 
fw? 0 = c w%) Q$@> 0 convergent to unbounded operators for / .$I 
small. 
In the Bethe-representation of the channels, these power series are realized 
as (unbounded) multiplication operators which can be analytically continued in 5, 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. In this representation the &singularities of 
Q”b, 5) 4, and &,J-JV, 5) must be the same. From this one utilizes Liischer’s 
argument and argues that S,, = 0 if 01 # ,3 (no inelastic scattering) and that in 
the Bethe representation S,, can only be multiplication by a phase. In this sense 
the invariants give insight into the structure of the scattering matrix. 
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